Introduction 1
The window-motif has been very popular in art and literature for centuries. It dates back to the 15th century, for example in Northern Renaissance paintings of interiors, and can be seen in the depiction of the woman at the window in Vermeer in the 16th century. 1 It is striking, however, that the window in literature emerges in particular during the first half of the 19th century and that it has another revival at the turn of the 20th century, e. g. in Forster's A Room with a View. 2 The window-motif seems particularly significant for authors between two time periods. The aformentioned transition periods favour this pattern of imagination, which reacts to the various challenges posed by the cultural context. This article focuses on the windowmotif in the works of two authors who are writing on the threshold : Mörike, between the Napoleonic era and the Restauration in Germany, and Proust between 1900 and the First World War in France. In their writings, the window-motif can be illustrated as a functional device that tries to compensate for the loss of transcendental areas. Windows become essential to trying and exploring the transition to another sphere by creating this sphere within a frame. This can be read either as a nostalgic gesture to save the past in an area of idealization or as an attempt to grasp the diversity of a new life -to imagine the hereafter despite its actual concealment. 3 Drawing on the social context of their time periods, this article will illustrate the literal and figurative construction of windows in two of Mörike's object-poems and in Proust's Du côté de chez Swann. The question is, in particular, how objects are attributed with a "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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quality of transcendence and are allowed to open up window-like visions to mysterious spheres of regained paradise. 2 The Loss of the Object -The Matted Mirror 4 As a result of grave political and social changes in the aftermath of the Napoleonic wars (1803-1815) 3 , traditional metaphysical patterns that underlay the romantic mind were affected. The romantics had depicted nature as a mirror of their souls. In romantic symbols, landscapes figured as the counterpart of the feeling subject 4 and, by this, provided a spiritual refuge in contrast to the city. The corresponding landscape is based on an analogia entis between subject and object, which is a key concept in Hegel's and Schelling's philosophies. 5 Man and nature are supposed to be of identical "substance" because the very ground of all being is the spirit. It reaches its highest objectivation in human reason. Thus, contemplative perception of nature is self-awareness of nature. Caspar David Friedrich depicted this type of quasi-religious perception in his famous paintings, e. g. in Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer (1818) (The Wanderer Above the Sea Fog).
5
Ongoing industrialization, however, invades the temple of nature and kills its reputation. Darwin depicts it, far from being a cosmic harmony, as a ruthless battlefield where the races fight to survive. The fact that nature degenerates into dead material is expressed in the German term Entseelung 6 or Entzauberung (Disenchantment), which refers to the deep crisis of the romantic metaphysical system on the threshold of modernity. 6 The central aspect of this crisis is, in fact, the loss of the object. The universal spirit, sensualized in its objectivation (nature), has withdrawn. As a result, the object becomes opaque and is a stranger to the subject. The mirror of self-cognition becomes matte ; the interrelation fails. Thus, the loss of the object is at the same time the loss of selfconsciousness. The synoptic view of the wide space has turned out to be the "empty vision," which searches obsessively but in vain for the object and its comforting response. 7 Modern Times: Liminality As an End in Itself 7 The loss of the object and its resulting opacity, due to the reinterpretation of nature, is only one aspect of the great semantic shift within the threshold between romanticism and modernity. This semantic shift can be viewed using the term liminality by Victor Turner. He develops the concept using symbolic anthropology, on the backs of van Gennep's Rites de passage. 8 In order to describe the process of social initiation, Turner distinguishes the preliminal phase (A), the phase of liminality (B) and the postliminal phase (C). While A and C are characterized by fixed semantic structures, B represents the semantic crisis or transition, the stripping off of preliminal and postliminal attributes. In B, the social sign receives a new meaning. Thus liminality is ambiguity, and serves as a grave and a fold at the same time. Turner's model can be described in the teleological scheme of thesis, antithesis and synthesis : A ↔ B → C. C represents the final stage to which B will inevitably be led. 8 However, the periods between the end of the 18th century up to the 19th century, and from the turn of the 20th century up to the First World War, can be considered as a time "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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of permanent cultural shock. 9 None of Turner's structural conditions could be fulfilled anymore, as the world seemed an ill-assorted bunch of social phenomena rather than a structured social body. The transition to the postliminal status (C) was blocked permanently. In our scheme, A ↔ B → C, we can take note of the failure of the ritual system with a frontier between B and C : A ↔ B | C with the result A ↔ | B | (C). The contemporaries experienced the end of the former world but could not reach the world to come as a stabilized structure. They were "enclosed" in the space between two time periods. Warning refers to the loss of the object as an experience within the thresholded mind. He points out that the unattainable otherness of the changing reality can be considered as a breaking off of the notion of the outer reality. 10 In the metaphysical discourse, this breaking off corresponds to the loss of the spiritualized nature as an object of cognition.
11
Imaginative Recompensation: The Frame to Regain the Object 9 As a consequence of being enclosed in transition, an overflowing mental energy arises that cannot be consumed by action or by "using reality," but which turns into reflection and imagination. Highly subjective inner worlds are created -esthetic substitutes of the unpredictable world "outside" that lies beyond comprehension. 10 Imagination reacts with essential motifs, which are borders, passages and windows. These motifs are all different types of frames. The frame constitutes an artificial exit to another sphere (C). Imaginary thresholds are passed through and repassed through, constituting a circular model that intends to (re)create wholeness as dysphoric or euphoric eternity. This concept of circulation can also be considered as a frame. Framing is an attempt to objectivate the unpredictable otherness and to regain the lost object by (re)creating it in a well-defined area -a kind of epistemological reflex. Such framing can be read as a nostalgic gesture to regain an idealized past or as an explorative attempt to grasp the diversity of a new life.
11 There are different ways in which a quasi-transcendental frame can be constructed.
12
The object can be coded as transcendental. Then, it is often ritualized or animated as the auratic counterpart (or mirror) of the subject and is treated as an idol that opens up a view into another sphere. On the other hand, the transcendental frame can be constructed as a textual strategy. The authors experienced an epistemological situation similar to a threshold. A new time period was imminent, but there were not yet adequate categories in which to articulate this "glimpse of eternity." Turner's liminality is thus used as a rhetorical milieu where reality is stripped of its literal meaning in order to open up a view of new areas of figurative meaning. In Mörike and Proust, we will analyze these different types of transcendental framing. 13 Mörike and the Window in Nature 12 Eduard Mörike (1804-1875) was a contemporary of the great process of modernization on the threshold between the Napoleonic era and the Restauration. The unpredictable, changing times and the fragility of the political situation left a deep impression on him.
14 But his poetry articulates first and foremost the danger of ideologizing nature as a temple in the late Romantic age. He himself lived on the threshold : between his reclusive life as a pastor and his far-reaching real profession, which he considered to be that of a writer. It is the space of a new world of unknown origin in the subject, which provides a euphoric feeling of intensity, or even gloom. Thus, the time zone of dawn can be considered as an ontological field of its own, which is of some higher degree than the empirical world -a quasi-transcendental field opened window-like to a subjectively-legitimized hereafter.
14 The second strophe intensifies the auratic field between dawn and the speaker's mind, which appears metaphorically as a crystal. This crystal-like inner world is opened by a magic, God-like word and is illustrated by a vision in the third stanza. The subject closes his eyes because the light makes him reel : "Bei hellen Augen glaub ich doch zu schwanken ; / Ich schließe sie, daß nicht der Traum entweiche." 18 The dizziness indicates the loss of the empirical world, which used to be reassuring to the romantic mind. In permanent liminality, the modern subject has lost its balance and moves in circles. 19 The mentioned reaction to the vertiginous semantic instability is paradigmatic for modern writing in general : the closing of the eyes to see another world, so far undiscovered but now approaching vaguely like a dream : "Seh ich hinab in lichte Feenreiche ?"
20
Sight is led downward toward some fairy kingdom. This topographical detail indicates the rhetorical restitution of the ground where all beings lie 21 (which seems lost in the outer world) as an indestructible inner area. It figures as an artificially-created hereafter without real substance or reference, but is made of mere beauty. Thus, the vision appears as a celebrative self-reflection, which replaces the mirror of nature and shows the inner condition in all its fluctuation and multi-coloured oscillation of thought and image : the "bunten Schwarm von Bildern und Gedanken"
22
. 15 The fourth stanza indicates the pool of one's own heart as a pool of semantic otherness, where different religious concepts merge : The panpipe and vinous youth evoke the divine cosmos of antiquity and Dionysian rites -the cradle is a reminder of the Christian arrival of the saviour.
23
The bourgeois, gilded pool is coded as the very window of regained wholeness or transcendental unity, rediscovered by the subject within himself : unity of past and present, of Christianity and antiquity, of motion and quietness, of sensuality and moral integrity. The dream during slumber turns out to be a window, which opens up the view to a quasi-religious sphere where the subject experiences being part of the unity. In himself, he reactivates the broken bond of the romantic analogia entis in order to re-participate in the "Urgrund." The water from the pool figures as the universe's integral force. The vision's window-like character is accentuated by the sudden contrast with "meine traurigen Wände." 24 They limit ex negativo, the transcendental field of self-reflection, indicating the outer world with its rigid semantic structures instead of "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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quiet motion, the opaqueness of strange objects instead of the transparent soul-crystal, which allows a look into the sphere of dynamic life and beauty. 16 After the speaker has satisfied himself by re-participating in the "Urgrund," stanzas five and six describe an enthusiastic motion. Melancholy announces the closure of the figurative window. Slumber reclaims its literal meaning : The vision was just a dream, floating between past and present, without real being or truth. The euphoric and quasi-timeless motion is turned into the dysphoric fugacity of linear temporality : "Es ist ein Augenblick, und Alles wird verwehn !" 26 The capitalization of "Alles" denotes the whole vision as the object of the imagination. 17 The final stanza turns the regard towards the outer world : "Dort, sieh, am Horizont lüpft sich der Vorhang schon !"
27
The horizontal line seems to end the vision definitively. Day is jumping around God-like. This literal message, however, is superimposed by an implicit, figurative meaning. The notion of the rising curtain codes the day as a spectacle and the described vision as an unofficial intermezzo. Thus, the ontological values of dream and reality maintained up until then by the text are rearranged, as well as in verse 35 : "Es träumt der Tag, nun sei die Nacht entflohn"
28
. Perhaps the end of the night was simply a dream ? The figurative code attributes imagination as actual reality, and reality as mere imagination, and thus indicates the difficult epistemological situation that the thresholded mind faces. The outer world, which can no more be coped with by rational forces, seems dream-like, yet broken away, whereas the well-bordered inner world claims to be a serious reality in which the subject itself is the sovereign master.
29
"Mein Fluß" 30 18 The poem Mein Fluß, published in 1828 in the Morgenblatt für gebildete Stände, is an attempt to establish the auratic romantic correspondence between subject and nature. The colloquial tone portrays a scenario of successful reconciliation. But the text's implied semantics superimpose themselves onto the literal meaning and indicate the intended union' deficiency. 19 The imploring demand for erotic (or even homoerotic) union seems at first promising in its result : "Er fühlt mir schon herauf die Brust / Er kühlt mit Liebesschauerlust / Und jauchzendem Gesange // Es schlüpft der goldne Sonnenschein / In Tropfen an mir nieder".
31
The demand's result, however, is given as a reflexive statement by the subject, and not by means of the apostrophe that started the poem. 32 The change in perspectivewhich implies a turning away from the real nature-object -destabilizes the certainty of the union, which the literal message accentuates by suggestive expressions of love, joy, singing and golden sunshine. Thus, the rhetorical device discreetly opens a window into the poem's figurative meaning, constituting a dimension that is "between the words," which seems much less euphoric : Perhaps the river's feigned responses are mere imagination ? Uncertainty overshadows the rest of the second stanza, where further semantic ambiguities are brought in : the gesture of devotional love described as "hingegeben" 33 implies a religious context -the savior's suffering and surrender. Thus, "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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the image of a coffin or grave are superimposed on the concept of the "cradle," a rather disturbing evocation that is even accentuated by verse 12 : "Die Arme hab ich ausgespannt" 34 -like another Jesus on the cross. Complete union with nature can be reversed to its dysphoric side -the act of painful self-sacrifice due to the perverted nature of all beings, undergoing the waves of temptation. 20 The third stanza continues the feigned union's dysphoric aspect, as the murmuring of the river turns out to be a noise lacking in any significance. 35 Stanza four likens heaven's praise to the soul of the river. The subject seems to have regained the romantic ideology of nature as a temple. But the dysphoric dimension has to be read again in its implied semantics : as a hidden window, in the literal meaning, opening up towards the figurative meaning. The text asserts that when you look into the river, you can look directly into heaven. 36 Thus, the river takes on the very function of the window to eternity, as nature is often represented during contemplative moments within the romantic mind. But this heaven is a mere reflection on water without any real substance. By establishing the romantic metaphysical construction -by classifying heaven as the soul of the river -the text must, at the same time, deny heaven's ontological verity. So the figurative message becomes clear : The feigned soul of nature has to be considered as an optical illusion, not of original innocence as the neologism "kinderrein" 37 would suggest, but of a very secondary nature. As such, the subject cannot grasp it : "Ich […] kann sie [ = die Bläue] nicht erschwingen". 38 The deepness of the blue, which lends itself literally to the romantic depth of the recomforting "Urgrund", turns out to be the bottomless abyss that denies meaning a stable ground. Here lies an essential moment of Mörike's liminal writing. As verses 26-29 implies, the physical encounter with nature (see the arms widespread to grasp heaven 39 ) cannot bring any satisfaction. In liminality, the changing outer world can no longer be fixed as real and it loses its status as a reliable reference of meaning.
21 Given the uncertainty of its counterpart, the subject appeals again to the river : "Schwill an, mein Fluß, und hebe dich ! / Mit Grausen übergieße mich ! / Mein Leben um das deine !" 40 This desperate last appeal can be read as a quasi-romantic gesture to be unified in death with the beloved. But the appeal also has a figurative meaning on an epistemological level, which indicates quite the contrary of a love-encounter. The river shall swell or rise up. It shall form a threatening threshold that cannot be passed over. The monumental wave codes the power of the semantic alternation -the thresholded time of lost reference rising up against man. The subject, taking part in the struggle against the loss of semantics, challenges the fleeing object to present itself as a quasipositive entity ; to an existential degree, the subject is swept up in this "irresistible motion that forces any text beyond its limits and projects it towards an exterior referent. The movement coincides with the need for a meaning," 41 as Paul de Man notes in Allegories of Reading. 22 The subject's appeal, however, fails : "Du weisest schmeichelnd mich zurück / Zu deiner Blumenschwelle." 42 The struggle does not take place and a meaning cannot be reconquered. The subject couldn't pass the threshold of the wave. Rather, he drops back to the flowered borders of the river. They seem to frame the abyss, which alone remains to be trodden on, and grant a stable ground, whereas the river itself denies its (self-)presence. The metaphor "Blumenschwelle" articulates on a rhetorical level the epistemological situation of the thresholded mind in liminality : As the outer world denies a fixed meaning and cannot be surmounted by rational forces, the mind is rejected "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
to already known categories. Thus, the objectivation of otherness can solely be attained by drawing a beautiful (flowered), but necessarily empty frame. The frame of cognitive objectivation turns out to be an art frame. 43 Truth cannot be fixed anymore, so any objectivation seems artificial or rhetorical.
Proust and the Window in Time 23
The turn of the 20th century was characterized by an amalgam of cultural changes, which cleared the way for the age of imperialism. From about 1880 on, the second phase of the industrial revolution favored such concepts as progress and global communication. The main vein of thought during that time was characterized by monumentalism and pragmatism, which focused on the here and now. The world was supposed to be conquered by man and reason. 44 24 The concept of liminality arose among contemporaries within this context. It effectuated an intellectual rebellion against Hegel's authoritative system of teleological progress in history and science. Critical movements, at the forefront of various modernist patterns in art and literature, had the intention of reconquering quasi-transcendental areas that couldn't be identified by rational or scientific access. A world of otherness was meant to be validated in order to reconstruct spiritual sense "on a small scale" after reality seemed to have completely lost its mysterious aspects. Art tried to disarrange established semantic systems to deny teleology, by creating and exploring marginal zones and thresholds. The construction of these imaginary windows represents a kind of transcendental framing, which operates on a given empirical object and creates its auratic force in the process of perception.
Proust's Mémoire Involontaire: Fulfilled Past and Treasured Object 25 Among the writers who identify liminality as an anti-programme to the previouslydescribed established discourses, Marcel Proust (1871-1922) claims a central position. His efforts to cultivate a quasi-transcendental sphere of otherness can be found in the essay La Méthode de Sainte-Beuve, in Contre Sainte-Beuve. 45 In this essay, Proust deals with the attitudes implied in Sainte-Beuve's conception of a writer. Sainte-Beuve defines art in a positivist manner : as a strict consequence of biography and social status. 46 Proust, however, considers these attributes only as the outside of an artist's personality, the moi extérieur, whereas his actual interest is focused on the inner universe of the writer, the moi profond, where the "son vrai de [...] [son] coeur" 47 can be heard. The moi profond operates in the depths of the personality and can only be found in single moments of highly intimate encounters. 48 For Proust, art's greatest task is to reveal this inner cosmos. Literature is the only place to open up the view to the vie pure, which exceeds habit and intelligence. 49 After the loss of the spirit in actual reality, it is assumed that art will restore the notion of essential value or vérité, as Proust writes in the last volume of À la recherche du temps perdu : "La vraie vie […], c'est dans la littérature". 50 In Proust, furthermore, this restitution of a spiritual sphere is always combined with the motif of time. The writer's central aim is to regain his own past in its highly individual form. 26 The mémoire involontaire, a sudden euphoric remembrance resulting from the sensual impression of a given object, e. g. the madeleine 51 or the folded napkin 52 , can be considered as the construction of a quasi-transcendental sphere of otherness that "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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operates in immanence. A quasi-transcendental aspect is attributed to the object, as it seems to treasure the fulfilled past -the "vraie vie" of the subject. 53 When Marcel writes in the poetological passages of the last volume of Recherche that "objects are in one half extending in ourselves" 54 , he alludes metaphorically to this subjectively legitimated meaning of the object, which is to be regained by the writer in drudgery-like work. 55 In the intimate union of the mémoire involontaire, the object accidently grants its subjective semantics (which it received long ago from the subject himself) back to the subject. Thus, the object provides the subject with a window-like vision into the past, which can be read as an act of self-(re)construction and disempowers even death. Proust's poetics can be considered as an attempt to affect the subject's resurrection under conditions of immanence. The thresholded mind cannot proceed teleologically and it attempts to reach redemption by constructing an artificial hereafter. Similar to Mörike's writing, Proust's poetics privilege the sensitive subject as a sort of priest who is able to look into a divine sphere. Writing is designated a substitutive religious act that endeavours to find the spiritual equivalent of Time regained. 56 27 In his essay Le rayon de soleil sur le balcon in Contre Sainte-Beuve, Proust preconceptualizes the experience of the mémoire involontaire by exposing the significant attributes of the quasi-transcendental sphere, which is opened window-like by imagination. 57 At first, the narrator looks through the real window of his room out onto the balcony, where the sunshine is playing on the railing and is creating shadows of the plants on the balcony in various patterns. These patterns work as the empirical impulse for remembrance. This impulse generates the transcendental field of Marcel's childhood in Paris, which arises from the common ground provided by the identity of the former and present impression : 28 Through the experience of the mémoire involontaire, the real window that the narrator is looking through is designated as a textual window, which opens to the past as well as to a transcendental sphere. The transcendental field revealing the fulfilled past can be compared to a birth-place where the past in its true nature arises (as does the subject himself): in its truth (vérité), abundance (plénitude) and superiority (superiorité), furnish a deep pleasure (plaisir), which disempowers even death.
Temps and Atmosphere 29 Proust reflects on the nature of the fulfilled past, the Temps, using a range of different notions. The rather objective concepts of volume, essence or chose are complemented by "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
notions that favor Temps as a dynamic entity -similar to a melody -or as purified life (vie pure). As Rainer Warning illustrated, Proust's poetics of remembrance are marked by the fundamental tension between fulfilment and failure. 59 This tension can be read as an indicator of writing in liminality, as well as of a thresholded mind that is trying to objectivate semantic otherness but often is deceived because these objectivations do not fit. Time in its essence cannot be objectivated except in quasi-dead ritual eternity, which merely reproduces the past but is unable to effect its vital resurrection, as Proust illustrates, e. g. in the petrified gestures of the Guermantes-saloon. 60 Even the notions of language seem unable to express the undeniable otherness of time, which is experienced in the diversity of the "new" life. Like Mörike, Proust was the contemporary of an imminent new age. But there were not yet adequate categories to articulate a "glimpse of eternity". Liminality is to be regarded as a rhetorical milieu where reality is stripped of its literal meaning in order to open up a view of new areas of figurative meaning. 30 Proust clearly articulates the failure of mere words to express Temps in his essay on Gérard de Nerval in Contre Sainte-Beuve. 61 The essay discusses Nerval's construction of Sylvie, in particular the effect on the reader of being troubled by different levels of time, which are artfully interwoven and imitate dream-like memory. Proust was deeply impressed by Nerval's art, as well as his writings: The inexprimable, which arises "between the words" in Nerval's narration, is created by a sophisticated construction of the plot. It ambiguates at least two concepts of time. Thus, a tension is created that cannot be dissolved by reason. The effect is the arising of a semantic drive between the two concepts, which activates the zone between as a third entity. This zone exceeds the literal meaning and represents something additional ("quelque chose de plus" 63 ), which can be grasped neither by the first nor the second notion. The additional entity on the semantic threshold between the two concepts represents the quasi-transcendental sphere of otherness that is atmosphere. The technique of creating atmosphere is a rhetorical device used to regain a spiritual dimension apart from reality ; a device of figural meaning. Proust describes this dimension as the indéfinissable and au-delà, e. g. the concept of Île-de-France. 64 32 So Time as it has been experienced by the subject in its highly individual perception of the world cannot be possessed as a positive entity but reveals itself as a kind of semantic oscillation between different concepts. This oscillation is identical to the resurrection or esthetic revitalisation of 34 This remarkable sentence structure exposes an ironic deformation in several ways. On the one hand, there is an obvious disproportion between the fractional empirical datum on the level of histoire, the real window that young Marcel looks at in the church, and its enormous imaginative counterpart built up on the level of discours in the parentheses, as an "édifice immense du souvenir"
68
-a window that lights the past. This disproportion creates a deep discrepancy in terms of the traditional mimetic balance between narrated time and narrative time. The stylistic device can be read as a kind of narrative selfmockery on the paradigmatic folds of remembrance in liminal epistemology, which obsessively seek to regain the original object in its subjective semantic value throughout the different phases of Marcel's lifetime. 35 On the other hand, the strategy of creating the atmospheric figure of Time, in the main section of the sentence between parentheses, correlates to the ironic defiguration of the depicted person, Madame Sazerat, and its social status in bourgeois Combray. The ironic code is closely interlocked with the emerging of the Time-atmosphere that is elicited by the syntactical structure of the sentence. The complex syntax works on an epistemological level for the reader. After introducing four different time-levels by syntactical complication 69 , the main clause is continued abruptly with "on voyait s'agenouiller un instant Mme Sazerat". It remains unclear to the reader when this happens. By using suspension and syntactical complication strategies, Proust manages to negate the evoked literal time-concept with another one. As a result, the capacity of the reader to remember the given information is blocked and he starts forgetting. The different concepts of time work together to create the impression of a blurred chronological background. At the forefront, the clearly described scenario, Madame Sazerat's kneeling down, seems in an unexpressable way "unnatural" in spite of its obvious banality. To the trivial literal meaning of the gesture is added a spiritual "moremeaning", a Time-aura that is not expressed by words but emerges as an atmosphere between the words -as the window that opens to the past. Madame Sazerat seems to be located in a dream-like transcendental sphere, which inevitably heightens her significance. She is styled as the incarnation of her own time period in Combray. The effect of irony, however, arises in the very moment of the letter's confrontation with its spirit : The insignificant person is forced into co-existence with its high narrative destiny, which is to appear as a figure of Time. 36 The preparation of the scene, with the long-winded associative descriptions of the inner church, is part of this ironic disproportion. The exact drawing of the temporal "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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circumstances suggests that an extraordinary object is to be revealed at the finale. The reader is made curious as to what the window of Time will finally expose, as the narrator has so carefully constructed the frame. The great expectation, however, is also the great deception. The final closure is quite the contrary of grandeur : the narrow-minded woman representing the bigotry of the contemporary bourgeoisie in Combray. It seems that the prepared background is in fact a target, the centre of which is tiny, but nevertheless great enough to be fit by the cruauté proustienne.
70
One might ask how the ironic code, which is interlaced in the atmospheric creation of the Time-figure, could challenge the poetics of remembrance at work in the passage. Is the creation of the atmospheric Time-figure (Madame Sazerat) affected by its ironic de-figuration ? 71 37 Proust's strategy to overcode the circumstancial frame of the described action (using associative digressions) can also be seen as a strategy to create an activated frame, as defined by Derrida. In La vérité en peinture Derrida elevates the frame (parergon), traditionally considered as a mere supplement, to a work of art (ergon). 72 Kant postulated the quasi-vanishing of the frame, the only purpose of which is to emphasize the work within. Derrida, on the contrary, points out that the frame shall be made visible as a "zone between" of its own right. With the hierarchic fixation of the signifié given up, the frame is freed of its teleological destiny to be the negligible servant of the work it contains.
73
The activated frame seems to be a significative structure of liminal epistemology, which intends to remain on the threshold between the categories and finally has to relinquish the higher status of the aim-object, which cannot be reached by cognition. 74 
Conclusion 38
The window-motif has been illustrated as an essential pattern of liminal writing in Mörike and Proust. The window articulates the attempt to compensate for the existential loss of spirituality in periods of transition when life, mentality and social structure are gravely involved in the changes of modernity in its different phases. The window is used as a compensative device to regain the lost object of spirituality. Reality shall be coded with a transcendental value by drawing a frame. This frame is identified mostly with the auratic field of a single object, but it can also be constructed using rhetorical means and is then opened between the words on an implicit semantic level.
closely connected with the poetics of the mémoire involontaire, as various essays of Contre Sainte-Beuve have shown. The fulfilled past seems to be treasured in objects that restore their figural semantics to the subject and, by this, allow the subject a vision into its own paradise of childhood and youth. This vision effects a quasi-resurrection on the conditions of immanence. As this resurrection cannot be figured other than in literature, Time is represented as a rhetorical phenomenon that regains its vitality in the atmospheric moments of the written text, opening the text, window-like, to the sphere of Time regained. In a passage of Du côté de chez Swann, the depiction of the St.-Hilaire window could be shown to work not only as a window that lights the past, but also as an undeniable frame of irony that might affect the atmospheric creation of the Time-figure.
NOTES
figural qui est surimposé au sens litéral afin d'ouvrir la vue du lecteur sur un monde mystérieux.
Dans l'oeuvre de Proust, le motif de la fenêtre correspond à la poétique de la mémoire involontaire. "... une apparition surnaturelle": Window-motif and framing strategies in Mör...
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